
2021 EDINBURGH FESTIVAL FRINGE  - LIVE IN-PERSON EVENT     
 

Gareth Waugh, Connor Burns and Liam Farrelly: 
Back At It! 
  
Venue:            BEEHIVE 2 (The Attic)   (Venue number 178)  
Dates/Times:  FRI 6 – SUN 30 AUGUST 2021, 9.30pm 
Duration:        50 mins 
TICKETS -      ON THE DOOR: “PAY WHAT YOU WANT” on the door (subject to availability)   
                  or  BOOK AHEAD TO RESERVE YOUR SEAT ( £5 )  https://tickets.edfringe.com  
 

AGES 18+  (venue license restriction, content is rated 16+)    
WARNING: May contains some adult language & content 
 

*All shows subject to official Covid-19 guidance from Scottish Government.  Covid guidelines for the 
venue https://www.belhavenpubs.co.uk/pubs/midlothian/beehive-inn/coronavirus/ 
 
Don't miss this superb triple bill with Scotland’s most exciting emerging comedy stars 
sharing the stage to bring you some fantastic new stand-up. 
Stick yer mask on and come have a laugh with three award-winning, best of the next 
generation comedians in the very best way to see stand-up - live, and in person.  
 
Gareth Waugh:  ‘Smart, witty…very funny!’  (Scotsman) 
Edinburgh stand-up Gareth is hailed by the BBC as ‘one of the fastest rising stars of the Scottish comedy 
circuit’.  Twice finalist in the Scottish Comedian of the Year Awards and winner of the Radio Forth’s Big 
Comedy Audition, he has appeared on numerous radio shows, including BBC Radio 4’s Jo Caulfield’s 
Speakeasy, Radio 4 Xtra Stands Up, BBC Radio Scotland’s Breaking the News and Live at the Stand and 
on every series of BBC Scotland’s smash-hit The Good, The Bad and The Unexpected. Gareth has guested 
on BBC’s Scot Squad, hosted an episode of BBC Comedy Underground series, and was commissioned to 
write/produce an episode for BBC Scotland’s ‘Short Stuff’ strand. He has toured UK, Australia and Europe 
with his solo shows as well as on tour with Katherine Ryan, Jamali Maddix, Daniel Sloss and Iain Stirling. 
  

FB: GarethWaughComedy   | INSTA: GarethWaugh   |  Twitter:  @GarethWaugh    
Clip: https://mza-artists.com/comedy/gareth-waugh/#video 
  
Connor Burns:  ‘Absolutely cracking. Great material with fantastic execution’ (The Stand) 
A blaze of comedy lightning since his first open spot in October 2017 has seen Connor nominated for the 
Scottish Comedy Awards Best Newcomer gong in both 2019 and 2020 as well as being a finalist in the 
2020 Amused Moose new act competition, just before the global pandemic closed down live performance. 
Popular on the comedy Roast Battle scene, and a regular at the UK’s most prestigious clubs including The 
Stand, Glee’s and Monkey Barrel, the Edinburgh-born comedian’s writing talent has also been recognised, 
with Connor providing material for Larry Dean’s BBC Mock the Week appearance ,being appointed head 
writer appointed co-host of immersive / subversive online comedy chat show’ Tom Stade’s Dangerous 
Space’ and commissioned by BBC Scotland to write and produce an episode of ‘Short Stuff’. 
 

FB: ConnorBComedy    | INSTA:  ConnorBurnsComedy  |  Twitter:  @ConnorBurns3 
Clip: https://mza-artists.com/comedy/connor-burns/#video 
 
Liam Farrelly:   ‘Natural storytelling talent... Impressive stuff’ (Beyond The Joke) 
Having gotten his first taste of performing stand-up comedy in front of a live audience aged just 17 (whilst 
still in High School), Liam went full time into the profession immediately after graduating. A meteoric rise 
through the ranks has seen him nominated for and winning a raft of awards, have a guest acting role on 
BBC Scotland’s ‘Scot Squad’ (S4.Ep 2, 2018) and perform at the UK’s best and most prestigious comedy 
clubs including  The Stand, Monkey Barrel, Liverpool’s Hot Water Comedy Club and both the London and 
Manchester Comedy Stores all barely a year after first setting foot on a stage.  BBC Scotland has also 
commissioned him to write and produce an episode for their ‘Short Stuff’ strand. 
 

FB: LiamFarrellyComedy   | INSTA: LiamFarrellyComedy   |  Twitter:  @LiamFarrelly9 
Clip: https://mza-artists.com/comedy/liam-farrelly/#video 
 
FOR MORE DETAILS & IMAGES:  PRESS@mza-artists.com  07831-557078 


